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About This Game

Jacob needs some help being a reluctant hero. His sister, Milly, is a mage in training. Their cat, Suki, sometimes turns into a
brawling catgirl. And then there's the ghost who can't find his body....

Oh, and the town's been captured by an insane cult. There are mutated creatures roaming the land. And somebody, somewhere,
could use a good spanking.

This is a classic style RPG with an amusing story, hand drawn enemies, and a nice musical score. You'll play a team of four
unique characters as they roam the land fighting monsters and an evil cult. With any luck, they'll find the right dead body and

put an end to the curse of Wizard Weather.
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Contains Fine Tempering Powder 10\/10. Waste of $10.00...none of the scenarios work!!!. Choice of Games, if you haven't
played one before, are a kind of game\/book hybrid focused on branching narrative. A sort of visual novel without the visual
part. Their general strenght is that they tend to be strongly thematic and the lack of gameplay means that they can tell more
kinds of stories than your typical video game while still keeping the element of interactivity that draws many of us to the
medium.

That's choice of games in general but what about this particual choice of game? Heart of the House is a horror story with a focus
on investegation in a Victorian setting. It's 360000 words long and took me about 4 hours to complete. There are a whole bunch
of choices but as I have only completed the game once at the time of writing I can't say how many of them have a major impact
on the story. I did get the feeling that there were quite a few choices of major significance but that's just a guess. What I can say
with much more certainty is that this is one of my favorite COGs. It was usually pretty clear what kind of stat was associated
with what action and I almost always understood what the choices actually entailed. So it's pretty good on a mechanical level but
the true strenght of this game lies in the writing. The atmosphere and tone is just perfect. All the characters are nuanced and
sympathetic but no less creepy when they need to be. On a more meta level the story mixes a few sub-genres of horror to make
it a little less obvious were the story is going. The genre savy player is still unlikley to be particularly suprised by the ending but
it is a welcome measure nontheless.

All in all what we have here is one of the better games of its kind and a fair value proposition. I would personally recomend
putting on some suitable music in the background as a good soundtrack is what's missing the most from the otherwise excellent
atmosphere.. This game is better than cornflakes. And I like cornflakes.. Why Not Recommended?

A suprisingly large number of easy to preform game breaking bugs that you'd expect in an alpha and not a full release which I
will go into more detail in the gameplay section of this review.

What is Viktor?

Viktor is a 2D Twin Stick Shooter Platformer with minor Metroidvania elements in which you'll be going through levels finding
new weapons, upgrades, and killing lots of enemies as you search for everyone who betrayed the legion and the one who turned
them so you can kill them.

Story (has no effect on my opinion of any game)

Story isn't anything spectacular it's a run of the mill you were betrayed by your allies and now you're hunting them down to kill
them, save the world, and your friend.

Graphics (has no effect on my opinion of any game)

Graphically it's a vey nice looking game. Enemy variety texture wise is lacking as most enemies appear in all the levels without a
slight retexturing to make them fit more with the level but otherwise the game looks excellent and the enemy thing is nitpicking.

Gameplay (the only thing that affects my opinions of games)

 This game is more or less a clone of Bleed gameplay wise but it does enough to differ itself from Bleed. When it comes to
being a twin stick shooter it's excellent the dash to dodge mechanic is well executed and the shooting is enjoyable. The
dodge\/dash mechanic will allow you to phase through thin walls and dodge all projectiles and attacks quite easily. The
Metroidvania elements leave a lot to be desired as the aren't that well hidden and none of the items you find are required to beat
levels or find other items there's also is very little reason to go back to previous levels to find stuff due to the lack of things to
find so it's hard to consider this a Metroidvania. Platforming is meh there are a few areas where it does try to change it up but
otherwise it isn't going to challenge you so there's no real benefits to using a controller. Now game breaking bugs are a huge
issues as they're very easy to accidentally pull off and some will happen randomly and all require a level restart. First I ran into is
when dashing into a wall at the wrong angle or if you're not close enough to phase through the other side you'll occasionally
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you'll be clip out of the map with no way back so you'll be forced to restart the level. One miniboss will (the one who bounces
around) will sometimes during the fight vanish rendering the fight unwinable so you'll have to restart the level. On occasion a
boss or yourself will get stuck unable to move and unable to take damage forcing you (you guessed it) to restart the level.

In conclusion Viktor is an excellent game and idea but is held back by a myriad of game breaking bugs that you'd expect in a pre
alpha that should have been fixed immediately after discovery.

I recommend that you buy heavily discounted or that you get Bleed instead.. Frankly my dear... This game is classic YDKJ! I
mean hell, one of the answers is "Taun-Taun gut lined gloves". Lower budget version of Killer is Dead. We dont get a lot of
hack and slash games these days.
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I really enjoy this game a lot.. I played it quite a bit, it's not a very hardware demanding game and it's simple in style and
execution.. I plan to play it quite a bit on harder levels to get better scores. highly recommended.. They should use this to train
pizzeria employee's. I'm putting this down on my CV.

But in all seriousness It's a Brilliant little game that has kept me occupied for hours.
  There is plenty to do, a story line and lots of fun.. The Good:

It's a fun-ish formula, peppy music, and a very interesting hub background.
The game makes you learn without a tutorial, just like the games of Ye Olde Video Gamme Infancee. It's a plus if you dislike
handholding tutorials, but a minus if you have a hard time learning as you go.
Otter protagonist. Just, otter.
Cute animations.
Awesome comic strip to read for lore and immersion.

The Bad:

Game tries to pass itself off as a "Wowie, look at us! We're super famous." in its universe when I doubt its ability to have more
than a cult following at best.
Gator game too strong???
Absolutely no explanation as to why you're in what appears to be a storeroom. Are you a fan who curates Gon' E-Choo
paraphernalia? Are you just some weirdo who walked in and decided it was okay to play this random arcade machine?

The Ugly:

Oh my word, the sensitivity on this is WAY TOO HIGH. I set it to lowest in options and put my DPI on lowest it could go, and I
STILL was flying about. Is this because it's a VR-focused game and head movements are supposed to be minimal?
Thankfully, you have the option to skip using the hub entirely and go straight to the game, without any "trappings of reality", but
a lot of the magic is misssing when you do that.

The Verdict:

Come on, its got an otter protagonist. How could you NOT play this?
In all seriousness, for its price, it's got decent gameplay, good story, fun music, and a fun level design. A real gem you should
consider picking up if you've got $2 to spare. If you invest in the badge it's highly likely you'll make your money back with
minimal profit.. I\u2019ll be honest \u2013 I actually do like Tropico 5 and I do look forward to new DLCs. Sure, I write a lot
of negative reviews and criticise their pricing, but I\u2019m happy to get more of my dose of Tropico \u2013 even if others
aren\u2019t as keen. So when a hefty $20 \u201cexpansion\u201d comes out, it\u2019s going to draw some curiosity from
players who are fed up with the monthly DLCs.

As you can expect from a Tropico 5 expansion, it doesn\u2019t really do much to overhaul the game. As the name suggests, the
theme of the expansion is providing the player with more control over liberty and crime, along with an expanded spy\/diplomacy
function. The expansion includes a new tab of buildings spreading across the eras and a new campaign with six missions.

Some of the new buildings are actually quite interesting. The Dungeon serves as a colonial-era prison, allowing you to arrest
citizens (something you couldn\u2019t do until the Cold War). The Ranger Corps provides a squad of soldiers that automatically
explore the island, clearing the fog of war that you would otherwise have to pay to explore, while also providing combat troops
and crime safety. The Ministry of Information reveals hidden roles in citizens and prevents rebel attacks, and the modern-era
Drone Command automatically eliminates rebel leaders and crime lords without any negative penalties. There are several other
buildings that provide more passive benefits.

The big one is the Spy Academy. Like an education building, the Spy Academy attracts citizens and trains them to become
agents. Agents passively protect your island from espionage actions from enemy factions, such as stealing money from your
treasury and destroying buildings. Your agents can be sent out on missions to steal technology, steal money or gain faction
relations through exposing secrets. Additionally, you can bribe enemy agents on your island and turn them into double-agents.
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Some of these actions can be helpful \u2013 money doesn\u2019t hurt and stealing tech allows you to progress through the eras
faster, though this comes at the cost of relations with other factions. If you\u2019re not careful, you can plunge yourself into an
invasion scenario due to deteriorating relations. To make things complicated, the spy operations are buried in the Diplomacy
tab, which is a tab I rarely use. Without on-screen information regarding your spy actions, it can be easy to forget that
you\u2019re\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off the Russians.

By design, enemy spies won\u2019t take action against you unless relations are low. This can be misleading in the campaign
missions, as the level that introduces the Spy Academy punishes you heavily with lots of destroyed industrial buildings and
stolen funds, making it a very frustrating mission. Thankfully, it isn\u2019t as bad in the base game.

For the most part, however, the functions of the new buildings and espionage ability aren\u2019t that important. Several
buildings are really useful (Dungeon, Ranger Corps, Drone Command), but others won\u2019t suit players who prefer a high-
liberty, democratic playstyle. You can safely ignore the espionage features and concentrate on playing the game as you normally
would \u2013 though arguably this detracts from the $20 price tag.

With the espionage features only getting so-so approval, what about the campaign missions?

The premise is the recovery of the \u201cMaltese Toucan\u201d, with the plot based around Penultimo. It\u2019s a little silly,
and later becomes funny-silly, and tries really hard to showcase the new buildings rather than putting together a cohesive plot.
By the end of the campaign, I largely got rid of the Espionage buildings I didn\u2019t like. That said, some of the later missions
were quite creative and fun to play, and while they weren\u2019t as challenging as some of the Waterborne missions, the
campaign was certainly a fulfilling experience for a tired Tropico player.

If only there were more campaign releases rather than single-mission DLCs.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=dP7nzdVAyoA. Unmechanical is that type of a videogame I really appreciate when I'm in
no mood to play some bigger "pieces". It is as short and simple/complex how you make it. It is a logical game that will definitely
make your brain work and this is something I really appreciate and love. I honestly didn't know what to expect when I started
playing it for the first time but it definitely did not disappoint at all. Some puzzles were really easy to solve but there were also
ones that took me a while but once you solve them you will be really proud of yourself, haha!
If you are looking for a game with a story or a beautiful soundtrack etc. don't expect much with this one. It is more of a "get
out" type of thing but it's enough in my opinion. I enjoyed it much more than I originally thought I would and I will definitely
play it again! If you love logical games this one is a must and worth your money.

To anyone reading this - if you know any game that is similar to this one, share it with me!. WARNING TO ALL LINUX
USERS THERE IS NO VULKAN API SUPPORT, this game is fun but the Linux port is OpenGL so performance is not the
best on lower end and even some mid range systems at all, just hard lock the game to 30fps, I have been enjoying this game alot
but to be honest only got this to fill the gap to Dirt 4 comes to Linux.
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